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herself, this is.” and in its entirety: “this is as literal
as it gets. she wants to say something about this

being a trial, though it’s hard to see how she’s going
to make it work.” “my mother is the most super top

super super boring girl. my mom. did i say my
mother? my mom. my mom and her mom are the
same person. like, the same person. my mom lives
across the street from me. well, i mean, across the
river. i mean, it’s kind of a river, but it’s a sea. it’s a

river and a sea.” my immediate issue with the
sentence is that it's too convoluted, and not clear
enough on the subject. but i have no idea how to

reframe it without losing the'magic' of the last two
lines. how would you write it? a: this is as literal as it
gets. if you knew her then, you would know exactly
how transparent and full of herself she is, the way
she loves to talk about herself. she wants to say

something about this being a trial, but she’s
struggling, partly because the word trial itself isn’t
really germane. my mother is the most super top

super super boring girl.
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